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Ricardo congratulates India’s Cooper on 
launch of fuel-efficient generator range 
 

 New Cooper ‘ECOPACK’ three-cylinder, 62.5 KVA and 
82.5 KVA generator family builds upon the leading 
Indian engine manufacturer’s longstanding 
collaboration with Ricardo 
  

 New products provide clean and fuel efficient diesel 
power generation solutions, conforming to Indian, US 
and European emissions regulations 

 

Commenting on the launch of the ECOPACK three-cylinder generator family, Cooper 

Corporation’s chairman and managing director Mr. Farrokh N. Cooper, said “The 

three cylinder engine series enjoys a unique position among other diesel power 

generators in India. This will set a global platform for Cooper Corporation. It owes this 

distinction to several outstanding features and benefits like 25 percent lower fuel 

consumption, 25 percent smaller in size, 40 percent lighter in weight, 42 percent 

saving in maintenance cost and several times quieter.”  

 

The launch of the ECOPACK three-cylinder family of generators builds upon many 

years of in-house research as well as Cooper’s longstanding collaboration with 

Ricardo, which in January of last year saw the two companies launch a range of four 

and six-cylinder engines at the annual Auto Expo show. 

 

“On behalf of Ricardo I would like to congratulate Cooper Corporation on the launch 

of its new three-cylinder ECOPACK generator range,” commented Ricardo India 

president Mayank Agochiya. “With the increasing cost of diesel fuel, particularly in 
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India, I am sure that these state-of-the-art products will be extremely attractive to 

customers seeking to optimize their cost per kilowatt of power generation. This is a 

fine and very tangible example of the benefits of the collaboration between Ricardo 

and Cooper, delivering high quality, clean and fuel efficient power to Cooper’s 

customers in India and around the world.” 
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NOTES TO EDITORS: 

 

 
 
Ricardo plc is a global, world-class, multi-industry consultancy for engineering, technology, 
project innovation and strategy. With almost a century of delivering value, we employ over 
2300 professional engineers, consultants and staff. Our people are committed to providing 
outstanding value through quality engineering solutions focused on high efficiency, low 
emission, class-leading product innovation and robust strategic implementation. Our client list 
includes the world's major transportation original equipment manufacturers, supply chain 
organizations, energy companies, financial institutions & governments. Guided by our 
corporate values of respect, integrity, creativity & innovation and passion, we enable our 
customers to achieve sustainable growth and commercial success. For more information, visit 
www.ricardo.com. 
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